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We design and produce digital experiences.  Our 
specialized team of interactive programmers, audio 
/ video technicians, designers, animators, and digital 

experts work with clients to create one of a kind 
installations and art-forward technology.

ABOUT BRDG
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Our studio is built around DIGITAL + PHYSICAL 
design and production, and our services land 

on both sides of this divide.

INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING

CONTENT CREATION

VIDEO PROJECTIONS + MAPPING

LED WALLS AND LED TECH

TOUCH SCREENS

CUSTOM VIDEO INTEGRATION

CREATIVE SERVICES

GUI DESIGN + UX

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

VENUE LAYOUT

INSTALLATION LOGISTICS

DESIGN + BUILD

SERVICES

DIGITAL PHYSICAL
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WORK SAMPLES
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⊲ LOCKHEED MARTIN LOCKBOX - scientists 
and students compete to solve equations to 
gain access to an immersive chamber
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⊲ Chanel digital mirror - custom made lip sticks 
interact with a touch screen behind mirror to allow 
writing, drawing, and messaging
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⊲ NETFLIX - virtual reality 
chamber for Iron Fist experience
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⊲ NIKE - Lunarforce 1 space capsule 
multimedia environment celebrating 
the birthday of Lunarforce
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⊲ DEERUPT TSQ - interactive projection 
mapped floor and interactive footwear wall 
with data tracking
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⊲ Various video mapping executions 
at Adidas NYC Flagship
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⊲ SPOTIFY CES - interactive LED environment 
triggered by touch screens and custom soundscapes
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⊲ SPOTIFY CES - interactive LED environment 
triggered by touch screens and custom soundscapes
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⊲ VR DOME - virtual reality for groups!  
Interact with VR with a touch screen inside a 
video mapped dome
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⊲ ADIDAS SHRINE - interactive video mapped 
system with interactive footwear inserts
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⊲ SMART INSERTS - designed and 3D printed in 
house, these sensors make footwear interactive in 
various ways, and record impressions
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⊲ SMART SENSORS DATA- sensors record 
impressions allowing deep insights to interactions, 
success, and ROI
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CREATIVE PROCESS 
& PITCH WORK
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CONCEPT RAPID VISUALIZATION RENDERINGS + 
PRODUCTION DRAWINGS

PARAMETERS

We aim to design cutting edge experiences with 
an emphasis on UX.  We design with our head in 

the clouds and our feet on the ground, meaning we 
push limits and norms, but design for production.

CREATIVE PROCESS

Phase 1
- sketches
- material pallets
- design references
- 1 week

Phase 2 
- form studies 
- dimensioning
- F&F
- 2 weeks

Phase 3
- photo-realistic renderings
- optional: animated walk-throughs 
- 2 weeks

DESIGN PHASES
typical process for all areas

5
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CONNECT

ATTRACT

ENGAGE

IMMERSIVE 
ENVIRONMENT

INTERACTIVE 
TOUCHPOINTS

TEACH &
CREATE BUZZ
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BEGIN HERESTART
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⊲ Rapid visualization for a single person 
experience inside a ‘pod’
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1. Line Queue
Once inside, user waits in line for 
open Sign-in Station

2. Sign-In Station
One of 6 stations becomes available, 
user takes a seat and follows on-
screen instructions. 

4. Shoe Selection
One of four styles are selected 
for trial.

3. Credentials
Name, email, phone and shoe sizes 
are collected.  

User

touch 
screen

6. Sorter puts UA shoes in 
tote bag and hands to BA

sorter

User

User

BA

BA

BA

7. BA delivers tote to user at 
corresponding station

8. User changes into UA 
trial shoes

9. User places personal 
belongings in tote

10. User wears numbered lanyard, 
hands tote with belongings to BA

112 112 

112 

Inside tote:
• Trial UA shoes in user’s size
• lanyard with numbered card
• identical numbered card attached 
to tote

⊲ User experience design is critical to the success 
of an experience, digital or otherwise.  We find it 
necessary to storyboard our experiences in detail 
to be fully intentional with UX.
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1. Resting State
Shoe is still and sitting on display
Video content plays with no effects

2. Rotate Left & Right
Shoe is picked up, distortion effects activate 
and drive based on rotation.

3. Rotate Up & Down
Shoe is picked up, distortion effects activate 
and drive based on rotation direction.

⊲ UX storyboards for interactive shoe functionality
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⊲ Digital seeding kits designed for Beats by Dre
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⊲ Point of purchase and sampling 
display for The Harmonist featuring 
built-in interactive video backdorp
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⊲ SERPENTINE TUNNEL - a pitch for an 
interactive lighting experience using low 
tech structure and high tech lighting
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⊲ Retail design for Under Armour
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⊲ Concepts using Cadillac’s 
digital rear view mirrors
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www.brdg.co
© BRDG Studios LLC

THANK
YOU!
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